VALIA Properties announces membership to Global Collective – an Exclusive Community
for Real Estate Leaders with $1B in Career Sales
Corona del Mar, CA – (October 20, 2021) VALIA Properties has joined the Global Collective, a
worldwide network of the top performing real estate professionals. Global Collective provides
consumers with a worldwide directory of luxury listings, a pre-vetted rolodex of skilled real estate
professionals, and an expertly-written lifestyle and real estate knowledge base. All agent
members hold a high level of production and have been internationally recognized for their
successes. VALIA Properties accolades include $2.5 billion in Sales and recognized by The
Wall Street Journal in the Top 100 of the Top 1000 Sales Teams in the United States for eight
consecutive years. The Global Collective website is live as of October 20th, 2021.
Global Collective is a place where consumers have access to a directory of luxury listings
worldwide in a more immersive and efficient way, giving them the best opportunity to search for
their perfect next home. As a member of the Global Collective, VALIA Properties now has
expanded service offerings to reach a worldwide pool of high-net worth buyers and sellers to
provide an unparalleled level of service for clients.
Global Collective’s exclusive lifestyle and real estate content is dedicated to helping consumers
curate an exceptional way of living through expertly-written articles on fashion, design,
architecture, sports, travel, dining, and more. Additionally, the site will host real-time market
updates to help consumers make informed real estate decisions and stay in the know with
current trends.
“Global Collective is a new way for our clients to have an elevated and global referral network
while giving consumers a platform to trust and expect the highest level quality of service and
homes from. Global Collective is more than just a website, it is connecting home buyers and
sellers to a lifestyle. After months of working on getting this live, I am beyond thrilled to have our
members launched on the new website!”
- Malte Kramer
CEO, Luxury Presence
Global Collective is an exclusive membership group and consumer website designed, built, and
maintained by Luxury Presence, the leading all-in-one real estate marketing platform.
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